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INTRODUCTION

Computer based operator support system (COSS) have been and are being developed
in the last 15 years in Hungary. Several of the developed systems are being applied by
the operating personnel of the power stations and other nuclear facilities; some others,
however, did not grow over the piloting stage. The first attempts to develop computer
based systems to support the NPP operators were made some years before the commis-
sioning of the first unit of NPP in Hungary. Although, these systems do not comply with
the characteristics which are expected for a state-of-the-art operator support system,
they can be regarded as the roots of the systems developed later for real, on-line app-
lications. The first system which was built for real application in a NPP control room
was the VERONA core monitoring system. Other typical systems are the PDR (Paks
Diagnostic S3'stem), the EMERIS surveillance and disturbance analysis system for the
MR reactor of the IAE Kurchatov, Moscow, and the KAZMER automatized diagnostic
system for the VVER-1000 reactor of the Kalinin NPP, Russia. For some years already,
efforts are being made to develop elements of some AI-based operator support systems,
X-window based M/M interface for OSS systems, database structures for supporting
decision making, development of pilot systems on different platforms, such as the G2
real-time shell, the MS-Windows/C+-t- environment etc.

Structure of the report

According to the SUMMARY REPORT of the Co-ordinated Research Meeting on "Ope-
rator Support Systems in Nuclear Power Plants", 13 - 16 October 1992, the national
reports shall cover the following topics:

- General summary of the national activity
- Description of the results in the framework of the CRP

- Overview of the OSS related recent national activity

Accordingly, in the first section we give an overview of the operator support systems
developed in Hungary. The second section summarizes the data collected in order to



comply with the Tasks 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 of the CRP. In the third section we summarize
the most recent works pertaining to the development and application of OSS at nuclear
power plants.

1. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEMS OF OSS CATEGORY DEVELOPED IN
HUNGARY

In what follows short descriptions of the systems developed in Hungary are given. The
list is an extended an updated version of the survey prepared for the previous meeting
of the CRP (Vienna, 13 - 16 October, 1992)

The most important items in this overview (first of all those still in operation will
be referred to also in the next section as part of the material to be prepared in the
framework of Task 4.1.2. The publications related to the systems are numbered according
to the list again in Section 2.

It is to be mentioned that most of the detailed documentations of the systems and prog-
rams developed in this field were not documented in English, since they were intended
to be used inside Hungary.

1.1 Alarm Analysis System for the VVR-SM Research Reactor

A pilot system having been operating in connection with the computerized control
system of the WR-SM reactor. The system is based on predefined 'alarm libraries'
which were evaluated after having been triggered by some signals.

- Documentation in Hungarian.
- Publication [1].

1.2 RMR Reactor Data Collection System

A data collection and monitoring system developed during the period of the WR-SM
research reactor upgrading. It collects processes and displays all the important analog
and discrete measured data, prepares inventories and data records. The most impor-
tant operational parameters are continuously monitored and limit-checked. Schematic
diagrams can be displayed for the larger technological components which contain the
available measured values in a continuously updated form.

The operation of the system is menu driven and self explanatory. The actual as well as
the recorded data can be disp^ed in functional (trend) or tabular form.

- Documentation in Hungarian.
- No publication.

1.3 RPM Reactor Parameter Monitoring System

An on-line data acquisition system with several built-in evaluation functions, such as
reactivity calculation, reactivity coefficient estimation, integration, filtering etc. The



system was developed primarily to support the physical startup experiments on the
VVER-type reactors. Prior to the application of the system in the startup experiments of
the units of the Paks Nuclear Power Station, a group of Hungarian experts exploited the
RPM system in the startup experiments of the Unit 2 of the Bohunice (Slovakia) NPP
and in the startup experiments of the Unit 3 of the Kozloduy (Bulgaria) NPP. By the
time of the startup of the first Unit of the Paks NPP the modifications initiated by the
experiences collected during the first two applications of the system were incorporated
in the system.

The hardware of the system consisted of a CAMAC crate supplied with an Intel-SOSO
based CPU along with the necessary modules for analogue to digital conversion and col-
lection of binary signals. The system also contained special analogue modules for signal
amplification and conditioning. The maximum scanning frequency of the 32 analogue
input signals was 5Hz (0.2 sec resolution) and 32 discrete status signals were connected
to the system in change sensitive manner. The system is still operable and have been
routinely applied during the startup experiments and some other on-power physical
experiments, such as 'small perturbation reactivity coefficient measurements'.

- Documentation in Hungarian.
- No publication.

1.4 PANDA - a Program System for Post-Mortem Disturbance Analysis

A LISP based system for off-line fault-tree analysis giving possibility to define fault-
trees, to describe the structure and the models of the technology and to evaluate the
fault trees using real technological measurements recorded during a transient.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publication: [3].

1.5 The DAS System for Automated Failure Analysis in Paks N P P

A pilot version of an automatic fault-tree analysis system was designed and developed
to operate together with the power control system of the Unit 1 of the Paks NPP. The
system has never been tested under real conditions because of the safety sj'stem category
of the power control subsystem.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publication: [4].

1.6 The VERONA Core Monitoring System and its Versions

The system is meant for the detailed analysis of the data coming from the well instu-
mented reactor core of the WER-440/213 type power reactors, specifically for the Units
of the Paks NPP. It presents detailed information for the operator about the ir.f '•ва!
conditions in the reactor core. The detailed evaluation includes the reconstruction of
the two and three dimensional power and temperature distributions within the core,



the heat-balance calculation of the primary cooling loops and in the secondary circuit,
long-term integration for burnup assessment and SPND calibration. Several approaches
were developed and tested during the last decade to fulfill the task of power distribution
reconstruction.

Basically, three versions of the system exist: the origjnal version first installed in 19S4,
and is still operating on Units 1; the VERONA-plus version operating on Units 3 and
4; and the VERONA-u version which has just been installed at Unit 2.

In the VERONA-plus release, special functions help the operator in preparing and
controlling a planned change of the energy production.

In the latest, VERONA-u version the system is developed on an appropriate HW
configuration, which includes a redundant, VME-based data acquisition system, two
MicroVAX-3100 computers for the detailed elaboration and four DECstations as ope-
rator's workstations. The development was performed in the Applied Reactor Physics
Department of the Atomic Energy Research Institute, Budapest, in this project state-of-
the-art software tools were also applied, such as the X-window compatible DECwindows
software for M/M interface, object-oriented database handling. This latter was speci-
fically developed for the sake of this project, utilizing the experiences of the EMERIS
development (see below). The main feature of the database handling is that the experts
of the utility cai tailor the system during its life time, according to the new experiences,
new requirement, or technological changes, without turning to the developer staff.

The application of the X-window compatible DECwindows software gave the developer
a very effective way of developing the flexible, easy-to handle though a rather complex
man/machine interface. The modular structure of the MMI is also designed to fulfil the
needs of the users of different categories.

The VERONA-u release has several new features compared to the previous releases.
The most important ones are the following:

о hot-spot monitoring on fuel pin level, taking into account the reconstructed, actual
3D nodal distribution and the precalculated distribution within the assemblies;

о on-line determination of DNBR distribution and comparison to the technological
limits;

о long-term archivation of all data, available for a complex later analysis (over 1
month time-span on disk);

о well developed tools for a great variety of possible queries in the on-line database
are at the experts' disposal;

о duplication for redundancy both at the level of data acquisition and the level of
elaboration to ensure a long-term continuous operation.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publications: [5, 6, 24-26, 37]



1.7 The EMERIS Process Monitoring and Disturbance Analysis System for
the MR Reactor of IAE Kurchatov, Moscow

Though the system is installed outside Hungary, it is worth mentioning in the present
compilation since it has been developed in the Atomic Energy Research Institute Bu-
dapest, and therefore considerably contributed to the experience of the members of the
staff taking part in the development work. Specifically, it represents an important mi-
lestone in the Hungarian OSS development work since it is the first operational on-line
application of the artificial intelligence approach to a COSS for a nuclear system, de-
veloped in Hungary. The system was developed for the MR materials testing reactor of
the Kurchatov Institute, Moscow. Though the technology, where the system is applied
is not a power station, it is so complex that an AI-based operator support system may
he of great importance. The main features of the system is that by a shell-like data-
base definition tool, the system can be adopted to the frequent changes of the complex
technology to monitor. The Disturbance Analysis subsystem works according to the
graphically definable logic graphs and the conditions at the nodes of the graphs can be
given in a simple meta-language.

- Documentation in English
- Publications: [16, 22]

1.8 PDR, Noise and Vibration Monitoring and Analysis System

Systems are installed at all units of the Paks NPP for monitoring neutron- and techno-
logical noise data and vibration spectra from the main rotatmg machines. The systems
were developed in cooperation of the Atomic Energy Research Institute (AEKI) and
the Institute for Electric Power Research (VEIKI), both from Budapest. The system is
proved to be beneficial in discovering and locating a control assembly deformation and
abnormal vibration. The analysis of the noise signals is not fully automatized, but a
number of software tools are available to support the experts' work.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publications [2, 7, 8]

1.9 "KAZMER" a Complex Noise Diagnostic System for VVER-1000 type
Reactors

A complex noise analysis system was developed in Hungary for the Kalinin Power
Station Russia. The system includes a semi-automated in-core noise anafysis subsys-
tem (KARD), an automated vibration monitoring S3rstem (ARGUS) and an automated
medium-size-leakage monitoring system (ALMOS). The system can be converted to
collect and process data from WER-440 type reactors.

The incore noise analysis subsystem has been adapted to the Paks VVER-440 units and
is in an experimental operation at Units 3. and 4.

- Documentation in Russian.



- Publication [20, 29-33]

1.10 DIR/KAR, the Dosimetric Control System for Paks NPP

A new dosimetric control system has recently been installed at the PAKS NPP,
which includes several sophisticated processing options. In addition to the in-plant do-
simetry monitoring the system incorporates the monitoring of the wider environment of
the plant, including the meterological conditions. The system has been developed by the
AKRIBIA Ltd. software engineering firm and the Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Budapest. The new system substitutes the obsolate previous dosimetric system and also
integrates the former environment monitoring system.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- No known publication

1.11 Full Scope Training Simulator of the Paks NPP

The Paks NPP is provided with a full scope replica training simulator reflecting
all the characteristics and functions of a WER-440 reactor unit. The simulator has
been developed in cooperation with the Finnish firm NOKIA and is in full operation
for initial training and retraining of the power plant personnel.

The control room is a full scale replica of that of the NPP. The simulator software runs
with a one second cycle time and is able to cover every normal and anomalous events
up to a small break LOCA. Upgrading of the simulator to include severe accident sis in
progress (cf. Section 3).

- Documentation in English
- Publications [18, 19, 23, 34]

1.12 Basic Principle and Compact Training Simulators

One of the traditional research and development activity of the Atomic Energy
Research Institute is related to the nuclear training simulators. Besides the full scope
simulator mentioned above various basic principle and compact (quasi full scope with
limited control room devices) simulators have been developed. They are operational at
the Paks NPP, Kola NPP and Rovno NPP, all with WER-440 type reactors.

- Documentation in Hungarian and in Russian
- Publication [9, 12-13, 19, 21, 27]

1.13 Emergency Control Room Simulator of the Paks N P P

The emergency control room simulator represents an image of the real emergency
control room simulator through computerized displays. The simulator is connected to
the full scope training simulator and offers the same interacting possibilities as the real
devices. The simulator is the result of the development work performed in the NPP
Simulator Centre.

- Documentation in Hungarian



- No publication

1.14 COPAS - Computerized Operator Assessment System

The system is used during the full scope training simulator sessions to assess and
evaluate the performance of the trainees. The system is based on the Emergency Ope-
ration Procedure of the plant and is fed by data from the simulator. It compares and
displays the actions and reactions of the operators as opposed to the required or opti-
mum sequences. The system has been developed by the NPP Simulator Centre experts.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publication [23, 36]

2. HUNGARIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRP TASKS

According to the matrix entitled "Participants responsibilities and activités" set up by
the Co-ordinated Research Meeting in 1992 the Hungarian participants were expected
to contribute to Tasks No. 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 in the first yeax of the CRP and to start to
work in Tasks 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Below we summarize the material collected for inclusion
into the Surveys of the Tasks above. They are partially overlapping with the summaries
of the previous and next Sections, nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we quote
the full text of the Hungarian contribution.

2.1 Hungarian input to Task 4.1.1
Survey of existing documentation, relevant to this programme's goal

The survey contains the main data on every available publication and documentation
related to the topics. According to the task leader's request, the relevant information
consists of

- Title and authors
- Publication date and place
- Language and number of pages
- Classification
- Abstract

Classification is performed according to nine groups of features. The groups actually
effected by our survey axe:

3. Plant specific applications
4. Operator training, drills, simulators
5. Experience with OSS
6. Human - Machine Interface, human factors
7. Computerization, automatization, expert systems
9. Miscellaneous

[1] L. Burger and E. Zobor, "On-line Alarm Analysis in the Hierarchical Control System
of the VVR-SM Research Reactor"



- IAEA/NPPCI Specialist's Mtng. Vienna (1978)
- In English,
- Classification: 7, 3

[2] E. Hollo et al., "Automated Vibration Monitoring System for WER-440 NPP Di-
agnostics and Surveillance"

- Progress in Nuclear Energy, Vol.9, p. 595 (1982)
- In English
- Classification: 7, 3

Development and early experiences with an automated vibration diagnostics system
aimed at the Paks NPP are summarized.

[3] L. Burger and Zs. Szegi, "PANDA - Program System for Post- Mortem Disturbance
Analysis"

- Proc. IAEA Spec. Mtng. Aiding Nuclear Power Plant Operators During Normal
and Abnormal Conditions, Balatonaliga, Hungary (1983)

- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7

A program system for analysis of the causes of plant disturbances after their occuren-
ces, developed for the Hungarian NPP is described. A fault tree is generated from the
component failure models and is evaluated taking into account the states and parameter
values measured during the disturbance.

(4] E Hollo et al., "Fault Modelling and Verification Methods Used for Automated Failure
Analysis in Paks NPP"

- Proc. IAEA Spec. Mtng. Aiding Nuclear Power Plant Operators During Normal
and Abnormal Conditions, Balatonaliga, Hungary (1983)

- In English, 13 pages
- Classification: 7, 3

During the initial operation of the Paks NPP Unit No.l the failure and disturbance
modelling of the technological components was of considerable importance. The main
characteristics of the related works are described with special attention to failure mode
and effect analysis. Verification of failure models was performed by dynamical simula-
tion.

[5] F. Adorján et al., "Experiences with the VERONA Core Monitoring System Recently
Installed at Paks NPP"

- Proc. IAEA/NPPCI Spec. Mtng. New Instrumentation of Water Cooled Reactors,
Dresden, GDR (1985), also KFKI-1985-96 Report, Central Research Institute for
Physics, Budapest, Hungary .(19S5)

- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 3, 5, 7



The services and the most important algorithms of the VERONA core monitoring sys-
tem are reviewed. Some of the most relevant experiences concerning the power distri-
bution reconstruction, the axial interpolation and the behaviour of the SPND detectors
are discussed.

[6] F. Adorjan et. al., "VERONA-PLUS: Extended Core-Monitoring System for VVER-
440 Type NPPs"

- Proc. IAEA/NPPCI Spec. Mtng. The Human Factor Information Feedback in Nuc-
lear Power, Roskilde, Denmark (1987), also KFKI-1987-28/M Report, Central Re-
search Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary (1985)

- In English, 10 pages
- Classification: 7, 3

The new, extended version of the VERONA Core Monitoring System, put into operation
in Unit 3 of the Paks NPP is discussed.

[7] J. Valkó et al., "Experiences with Noise Analysis at Paks NPP"
- Proc SMORN-IV, Dijon, France, Progress in Nuclear Energy, Vol. 15, p. 403 (19S5)
- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7, 5

Experiences with the noise analysis system installed at Unit No. 1 of the Paks NPP are
summarized.

[8] O. Glockler et al., "Localization of an Excessively Vibrating Control Road Using
Neutron Noise Analysis at a Pressurized Water Reactor"

- Proc. ANS Topical Mtng. Adv. Reactor Physics and Safety, Saratoga Springs, New
York (1986)

- In English
- Classification: 5, 7

With the aid of the PDR Noise Diagnostics System a vibrating control rod has been
discovered and localized in the Paks NPP.

[9] A. Gács et al., "Instructor Support and Malfunction Handling in the VVER-440
Basic Principle Simulator"

- KFKI-19S8-44/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1988)

- In English, 16 pages
- Classification: 4, 7, 6

The screen-driven instructor system of a WER-440 basic principle simulator is treated
•with main emphasis on the malfunction handling method.

[10] L. Keviczky et al., "An Expert System Approach to the Development of Noise
Diagnostic Systems in NPP Paks"

- Proc. SMORN V, Munich, FRG, Progress in Nuclear Energy, Vol 21, p. 223. (19SS)



- In English, 5 pages
- Classification: 7

The approach applied in the development of a knowledge based reactor noise surveillance
and diagnostics system is described.

[11] I. Nagy et al., "Experiences of Reactor Noise Diagnostics Applying Parametric
Spectral Analysis Methods"

- Proc. SMORN V, Munich, FRG, Progress in Nuclear Energy, Vol 21, p. 725. (1988)
- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7

The signal processing technology applying parametric spectral analysis as available in
the reactor noise surveillance system of the Paks NPP is reviewed.

[12] J.S. Jánosy, "Modelling Approaches for Basic Principles Simulator for VVER-440
(PWR) NPPs"

- KFKI-19S8-46/G Report, Central Research Institute for Phj'sics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1988)

- In English, 18 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

The general aspects and the most important features of the dynamic models used in
the WER-440 NPP compact simulator development are discussed.

[13] Zs. Szegi and A. Gács, "A Fast and Accurate Calculation of the Properties of Water
and Steam for Simulation"

- KFKI-19S9-69/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1989)

- In English, 43 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

A method of calculating the water and steam properties for simulator use is given.

[14] G. Рог et al., "A Computerized Monitoring and Anomaly Detection System for
NPP Diagnostics Using Process Noise"

- Proc 7th Int. Symp. Technical Diagnostics, Helsinki, Finland (1990)
- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7

Description of the KARD reactor noise measuring and analysis system is given. The
system is a component of the integrated noise analysis system KAZMER.

[15] O. Glõckler and G. Por, "Process Monitoring and Diagnostics in NPPs by Using
Process Noise Signals"

- Proc. OECD Spec. Mtng. Incore Instrumentation and Core Assessment, Pittsburgh,
Pennsilvania (1991)



- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7, 3

Some features of the noise measuring systems and noise analysis methods are discussed.
The reactor noise diagnostics system installed at four units of the Paks WER-440 and
at a unit of the Kalinin VVER-1000 type PWR NPPs utilizes the inherent fluctuating
components of the process signals measured by the standard reactor core and primary
loop instrumentation. The reactor noise monitoring systems process these signals and
provide diagnoses and estimates of operation-related parameters.

[16] F. Adorján et al., "Advanced Operator Support System EMERIS, Including Auto-
matic Disturbance Analysis for a Materials Testing Reactor"

- Proc. OECD Spec. Mtng. Incore Instrumentation and Core Assessment, Pittsburgh,
Pennsilvania (1991)

- In English, 11 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

The EMERIS information and operator support system has been installed at the Mate-
rials Testing Reactor and Experimental Loops of the Kurchatov Institute, Moscow. Its
primary function is to provide the reactor and test loop operators with comprehensive
measured and calculated information. An on-line disturbance analysis expert system is
included, which detects abnormal events in the technology.

[17] E. Hollo et al., "On-Line Diagnostic Method for Vibrational Surveillance of Paks
NPP Primary Circuit Equipments"

- Proc. SMORN-VI, Gatlinburg, Tennessee (1991)
- In English, 10 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

The condition surveillance of the main equipments under operation was extended by
frequency-selective processing of the measured signals. Condition qualification is based
on the rotating frequency monitoring of the main circulating pumps and on the supervi-
sion of the spectral parameters related to the eigenfrequencies of passive equipments, like
pressure vessel, steam generator and pipelines. The results of full-scope forced vibration
tests performed at the Paks NPP during refuelling periods are summarized.

[IS] "Description of the Paks NPP Simulator"
- Publ. Nuclear Power Plant Paks, Ed. S. Borbély (1991)
- In English, 7 pages
- Classification: 4, 3, 9

The scope and functioning of the Paks WER-440 full-scope training simulator is desc-
ribed. Details on training programs and further model development are also given.

[19] "AEKI Nuclear Power Plant Simulators11

- Publ. Central Res. Inst. Phys, Atomic Energy Res. Inst. (1991)
- In English, 4 pages



- Classification: 4, 9

The main characteristics of the nuclear training simulators partly or fully developed by
the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute are described.

[20] G. Pór and L.A. Sokolov, "KAZMER - a Complex Noise Diagnostic System for
1000 MWe PWRWER Type Nuclear Power Units"

- IAEA Techri. Com. Mtng. Utilization of Condition Monitoring and Degradation
Diagnostic Systems to Improve Nuclear Safety, Vienna (1991)

- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

A complex diagnostic system has been developed for 1000 MWe PWR W E R type re-
actors. The sj'stem inscludes three subsystems viz.: reactor noise diagnostics, vibration
monitoring of rotational machinery, acoustic leakage monitoring. The main characteris-
tics of the system are presented.

[21] E. Végh et al., "Compact Simulators for VVER-440 Type NNPs"
- KFKI-1991-25/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-

gary (1991)
- In English, 11 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

A compact simulator for VVER-440 Type NPPs is described. The simulation of the
processes covers the entire operating range from cold shutdown state to nominal power
level. The simulator can be used to train normal and abnormal operating situations,
and a large number of emergency scenarios is also available for training.

[22] F. Adorján et ál., "EMERIS: an Advanced Information System for a Materials
Testing Reactor"

- Proc. Balancing Automation and Human Actions in NPPs, IAEA, Vienna (1991)
- In English, 12 pages
- Classification: 7, 3

The main functions and the structure of the information system are described. The
main activities are: collection of measured data, periodic calculations reflecting the ope-
rational conditions, storing data and events, automatic disturbance analysis, dispaying
information.

[23) "Development and Usage of a Computer Based Assessment Technique for Simulator
Training"

- Prepared for the WANO Good Practice Programme, (1992)
- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 4, 6

The COPAS system is meant to evaluate and assess the activity of operators during
various emergency situations in full scope simulator training sessions. An automated.



computerized monitoring and evaluating system serves this purpose. The development
was based on the Emergency Operating Procedure of the NPP.

[24] J. Végh et al., "Upgrading of the VERONA Core Monitoring System at Unit 2. of
the Hungarian Paks NPP"

- Proc. NEA/IAEA Int. Symp. NPP I&C, Tokyo, Japan (1992)
- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 3, 7, 6

The successfully working VERONA core monitoring system of the Paks NPP is to be
replaced by new generation hw and sw components, due to aging of the original data
collector hw. The capabilities and improved features of the upgraded VERONA version
are presented.

[25] J. Végh et al., "Development of an X Window Based Operator's Interface for a
Core Monitoring System"

- KFKM992-26/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1992)

- In English, 23 pages
- Classification: 6, 7

The components, functioning and programming concepts of the man-machine interface,
applied in a core monitoring system for WER-440 type PWRs are presented. The
application of the X Window standard Graphical User Interface facilitated a modular
interface design and made the program development easier and faster.

[26] F. Adorján et al., "Core Monitoring at the Hungarian Paks NPP"
- Proc. 8th Power Plant Dynamics, Control & Testing S3'mp., Knoxwille, Tennessee

(1992)
- In English, 12 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

The history, functioning and components of the Hungarian NPP Core Monitoring Sys-
tem VERONA are given.

[27] J.S. Jánosy et al., "Distributed Pipe Network Simulation for NPP Compact Simu-
lators"

- Proc. Conf. Modelling and Simulation, York, UK, p. 661 (1992)
- In English, 5 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

The method of the simulation of a NPP pipe network is described as it is implemented
in a W E R compact simulator.

[28] E. Végh et al., "Extension of the Paks Full-Scale Simulator to Severe Accidents"
- KFKM992-33/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-

gary (1992)



- In English, 16 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

Upgrading of the full-scale simulator in order to account for accidental situations such as
core dryout, reflooding, fuel rupture, ATES events and control rode ejection is described.

[29] G. Рог, "CARD - Computer Aided Reactor Diagnostics for Experts"
- Proc. Int. Symp. NPP I&C, Tokyo, Japan (1992)
- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 5, 7

The philosophy and the description of a reactor diagnostic system is presented. The
system was developed for a 1000 M We PWR VVER type reactor but is sutitable for
application in other types as well. The system is meant for experts in reactor noise
diagnostics and consists of two parts: an automated and a manual part. The automated
part carries out data sampling, evaluation and displaying of well known phenomena.
The manual part serves for the analysis of events found in the automated mode. The
main characteristics of the system and the first experiences with it are presented.

[30] S. Bende-Farkas and G. Pór, "CARD - a New Expert System for Reactor Noise
Diagnostics"

- Automation Symposium '92, Budapest, Hungary (1992)
- In English, 8 pages
- Classification: 7

A short description of the previous automated nuclear reactor noise systems developed
in the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute is presented. General requirements both
from developers and users point of view are given as to the design of a new, object
oriented Computer Aided Reactor Diagnostics expert S3rstem.

[31] Bessehyei et al., "Experience with the ARGUS Vibration Diagnostics System at
VVER 440 and 1000 MW type NPPs"

- Proc. Regional Mtng. Nucl. Energy in Central Europe, Portoroz, Slovenia, (1993)
- In English, 8 pages
- Classification: 3, 5, 7

The ARGUS vibration diagnostics system is introduced, and results related to MCP
and turbine-generator diagnostics are presented.

[32] Z. Bessenyei, "Vibration Monitoring and Diagnostic System Developments in the
VEIKI for the Electric Power Industry"

- Proc. Hungarian-Korean TCC Seminar, Balatonfured, Hungary, (1993)
- In English, 8 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

The members of the ARGUS vibration monitoring and diagnostics program family are
in continuous operation at the Hungarian Paks NPP and the Russian Kalinin NPP and
are occasionally used at fossil power plants in Hungary.



[33] Z. Bessenyei and T. Tomcsányi: "An Expert System for Turbogenerator Diagnos-
tics"

- Proc. Third Conf. on Artificial Intelligence, Budapest, Hungary (1993)
- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 3, 7, 5

The expert system ESTJD, for turbogenerator diagnostics has been operating at Pales
NPP since 1989. The ESTJD is operated by the operators of the vibration diagnostics
laboratory, and serves the purposes of the maintenance personnel of the NPP. The
knowledge base has been filled up via human expert interviews. The system is able to
identify 13 different faults of the parts of the turbogenerator.

[34] J.S. Jánosy et al., "Upgrading the Paks Full-Scale Simulator"
- SIMULATORS X, Simulations Series, Vol 25, Na. 4, p.59 (1993)
- In English, 6 pages
- Classification: 4, 3, 7

The Paks full-scope replica simulator has been used for training since 19S8. It is able to
cover the initial phase of a LOCA transient. In the upgraded version the entire primary
circuit and reactor models are replaced in order to expand the validity of the simulation
up to the beginning of a core melting process.

[35] Gy. G3'enes et al., "Severe Accident Simulator for the Paks NPP"
- IAEA Spec. Mtng. Operator Support Systems in NPPs, Moscow, Russia, (1993)
- In English, 15 pages
- Classification: 3, 4

A Severe Accident Simulator under development for the Paks NPP is described. The
simulator will be used to study core melting process and its radiological consequences.
HW and sw structure of the simulator as well as the main characteristics of the modelling
are presented.

[36] A. Bareith and I. Kiss, "Full Scale Simulator Experiments on Nuclear Power Plant
Operating Crew Performance at Paks NPP"

- Proc. SCS Simulation Multiconference, Arlington, VA (1993)
- In English, б pages
- Classification: 4, 6

As an integral part of the PSA of the Paks NPP operator reliability experiments were
carried out at the plant training simulator to evaluate the impact of human performance
on the safety of the plant. The status of the project is described and specific features of
the data collection methodology are discussed.

[37] F. Adorjan et al., ''Upgrading the VERONA Core Monitoring System"
- IAEA Spec. Mtng. Operator Support Systems in NPPs, Moscow, Russia, (1993)
- In English, 18 pages
- Classification: 3, 7, 6



The core monitoring system VERONA of the Hungarian Paks VVER-440 reactor has
been upgraded in both the data acquisition hardware and data processing software
components. The outlines of the upgraded systems are given with main emphasis on the
services provided by the new core monitoring software system and the operator interface.
It is concluded that the upgraded VERONA-u system is unique in its capabilities and
services among the VVER core monitoring and data acquisition systems.

[38] A. Riez et al., "Logic Based Feature Detection on Incore Neutron Spectra"
- Annals of Nuclear Energy, Vol. 20, p. 265 (1993)
- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 7

A general framework for detecting features of incore neutron spectra with rule-based
methodology is presented. As an example the meaningful peaks of an autpowerspaect-
rum is determined with the method.

[39] A. Racz and S. Kiss, "Systematic Classification and Identification of Noise Spectra
Using Perceptrcn-Based Neural Networks"

- KFKI-1993-17/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1993)

- In English, 26 pages
- Classification: 7

A method of the detection of gradually developping changes in a noisy system is presen-
ted. The procedure is based on a new learning algorithm developed for neural networks
with dynamically changing architecture. The method has been tested with an extre-
mely large number of noise spectra recorded in nuclear reactors, with л-arious detectors
at various locations.

2.2 Hungarian input to Task 4.1.2
Survey of existing operator support systems and the experience with them

This survey summarizes the most important functioning operator support systems, more
details about which are given in the pervious Section. The data items of the survey
include

- Name of the application
- Application area
- Status
- Technical basis
- Software used
- References

The references are identified with the publication numbers as given above.

I. RMR Reactor Data Collection System
- collection, processing and displaying of measured analog and discrete data of a

VVR-SM research reactor



- in operation at the AERI Research Reactor (Budapest)
- Micro VAX II compatible computer, IBM compatible PCs with colour graphic mo-

nitors, printers
- VAX/VMS and MS-DOS operating systems, high level programming languages,

specific application programs
- documentation in Hungarian, no publication

II. PDR Noise and Vibration Diagnostics System
- collection, processing and interpretation of fluctuating componenis of reactor- and

rotating machinery measurements
- in operation at all four units of the Paks NPP
- special signal conditioning and transfering units, IBM compatible PCs with colour

graphic monitors
- MS-DOS operating system, high level programming languages, specific application

programs
- documentation in Hungarian, publications: [2, 7, 8]

III. VERONA Core Monitoring System
- collection, processing, interpretation and displaying measurements from the reactor,

primary, and secondary circuits
- in operation at Units 1., 3. and 4. of the Paks NPP
- TPA (PDP compatible) computers, special colour monitors
- RSX operating system, FORTRAN and assembler level programming language,

specific application programs
- documentation in Hungarian, publications: (5, 6, 26]

IV. VERONA-u Core Monitoring System
- upgraded and extended version of the VERONA system
- in operation at Unit No. 2 of the Paks NPP, newer versions under development
- new VME based data acquisition modules with Motorola processors, fully dupli-

cated Micro VAX host computers, DECpc operator workstations with large screen
SVGA monitors, colour and laser printers, all in an Ethernet LAN.

- 0S9, VMS and MS-DOS operating systems, high level programming languages, X
Windows, DECnet and TCP/IP network protocols, specific application programs

- documentation in Hungarian, publications: [24-26, 37]

V. KAZMER Complex Noise Diagnostics System
- consists of three parts: KARD reactor noise diagnostics system, ARGUS rotatio-

nal machinery vibration diagnostics system and ALMOS acoustic emission based
leakage monitoring system

- fully operational at Unit No.l of the Kalinin NPP (Russia). The ARGUS and
ALMOS subsystems are operational at the Paks NPP, the KARD subsystem is
under testing at Units 3. and 4. of the Paks NPP.

- IBM compatible PCs, colour graphic monitors



- MS-DOS operational system, high level programming languages, specific applica-
tion programs

- documentation in Russian and in Hungarian, publications: [29-33]

VI. DIR/KAR Dosimetrical Control System
- in-plant and environmental dosimetric monitoring, surveillance and data acquisition

system of the Paks NPP
- in operation
- special data collecting and transmitting equipments, MicroVAX computer and IBM

compatible PCs with colour graphic monitor, printers in Ethernet LAN
- VMS and MS-DOS operating systems, MS-Windows, DECnet, high level program-

ming languages, specific application programs
- Documentation in Hungarian, no publication

VII. Full scope training simulator
- regular training of the operational personnel of the Paks NPP
- in continuous operation in two shifts, under upgrading to cover the scenario up to

the beginning of core melting
- full replica control room, CAMAC-based I/O system, two twin-processor VAX 780

computers with shared memory, TPA (PDA compatible) plant computer, IBM
compatible PC for LOCA calculations, a great number of peripherials

- VMS, RSX and MS-DOS operational systems, high level and assembly level pro-
gramming languages, specific application programs, COPAS operator performance
assessment system

- documentation in English, publications: [IS, 19, 23, 34]

VIII. Basic principle and compact simulators
- partial and basic training of operational personnel
- operational at the Paks, Rovno (Ukraine) and Kola (Russia) NPPs
- TPA (PDP compatible) or MicroVAX computers, reduced scope control panels,

colour monitors
- RSX or VMS operating system, high level programming languages, specific appli-

cation programs
- documentation in Hungarian and in Russian, publications: [9,12-13, Í9, 21, 27]

IX. EMERIS Process Monitoring System
- data acquisition, processing and displaying system with automatic disturbance

analysis prepared for the Kurchatov Institute (Moscow, Russia) MR materials tes-
ting reactor

- occasionally operated
- primary data acquisition and signal conditioning units, five data concentrator TPA

(PDA compatible) and three VAX 780 fully redundant data processing computers,
12 IBM compatible PC workstations in Ethernet LAN

- RSX, VMS and MS-DOS operating systems, DECnet, high level programming lan-
guages, specific application programs



- documentation in English, publications: [16, 22]

2.3 Terminology proposals for Task 4.2.1

In the following, some of the key words frequently used in the documentations and
related reports released from Hungary are given with explanations or definitions.

accumulation: long term integration of data from the on-line database to yield quan-
tities such as burnup distribution
archivation (periodic / change-sensitive): service of a COSS system where some
of the data from the on-line database are stored in structured disk files to be available
for a later analysis. The storing can be periodic or change-sensitive.
control room interface: MMI of a COSS system designed for use by the control room
operator.
core monitoring system: a computer based system for on-line evaluation of in-core
measurements along with some other measurements of parameters characterizing the
operational state of the reactor. The evaluation includes the —»power distribution re-
construction algorithm.
disturbance analysis: usually an AI based system utilizing a predefined knowledge
base with the aim either to locate the primary cause of the detected instability or to
give hints or advises for the operator to retain stability.
event log: a way of presenting the pertinent changes in the on-line database of a COSS
system for the operator. It can be done on a screen or on a printer.
expert interface: MMI of a COSS system suitable to match the needs of an expert to
perform a detailed analysis (i.e. —>post incident analysis).

in-core measurements: measurements situated within or very close to the active core,
such as SPNDs or assembly outlet thermocouples.
maintenance interface: MMI of a COSS designed for the personnel who is responsible
for the maintenance of the COSS system itself.
noise diagnostic system: a COSS system designed to analyse either the fluctuating
part of the stationary measurements of the plant or specific detectors to give signals of
fluctuating character. The aim of the system is usually to give early warning in case of
the degradation of the monitored componenets. The systems sometimes apply rather
sophisticated evaluation techniques (e.g. autoregression).

post-incident analysis: analysis of the data, usually from the archives of a COSS
system, by an expert to determine the detailed scenario of an incident or accident.
power distribution reconstruction: determination of 2 or 3 dimensional distributi-
ons by an algorithm combining the available measured information and the results of
the appropriate theoretical calculation



3. SUMMARY OF THE RECENT NATIONAL ACTIVITES

The OSS related activities going on in Hungary or just terminated can be divided into
two groups. Those in the first group concern development or upgrading of operator
support systems directly applicable to the Hungarian NPP. Such activités are

- further development of the VERONA-u system
- completion of the DIR/KAR system
- extension of the full scope simulator

The second group of the research and development activities involve projects financed
by governmental bodies (like the National Committee for Technological Development -
OMFB), or initiated by firms and institutions because of their possible future applica-
bility. Such projects were

- development of an integrated failure monitoring system
- development of a G2 based expert system for plant subsystem monitoring and signal

analysis
- development of a severe accident simulator
- operator performance experiments with the full-scope simulators

3.1 Further Developments in the VERONA-u System

The first version of the upgraded VERONA core monitoring system underwent a thoro-
ugh testing period in parallel with the previous data collector and VERONA systems.
The successful passing of the factory and long term on-site tests resulted in its accep-
tance as the exclusive operational system at Unit 2 of the Paks NPP.

As a next step certain services of the VERONA-u system have been refined and develo-
ped. Such services are the on-line database handling and the processing and displaying
of the contents of the data archives. Implemetation of the system at further units of the
Paks NPP is expected in the next two years.

3.2 Completion of the DIR/KAR system

The dosimetrical control system ahs been completed and installed in the Plant. A tho-
rough testing period proved its ability and reliability and the system has recently been
accepted as operational.

3.3 Extension of the full scope simulator

The Paks NPP full scope simulator has been extended to include events just prior to
the core melting, i.e. the consequences of a large scale LOCA. For that purpose the
reactor- and thermohydraulical models have been replaced by new ones and á separate
code (running in a separate computer) has been added to account for the LOCA events.
Besides the complexity of the simulated processes, the extension posed a number of
difficult problems concerning database handling and software technology as well. The
new version has just passed the site-acceptance tests.



Related facts have been published in the communications [28] and [34].

3.4 Integrated failure monitoring system

In the framework of the R&D activities sponsored by the National Comminttee for
Technological Development (OMFB) an extensive project has been performed in the
field of COSS. The primary goal of this project is the increase of safety and reliability of
human actions in nuclear reactors, with main emphasis on methods and tools directly
related to the supervision and control of the reactor.

The project involves the development of an integrated failure monitoring system based
on processing data measured in the NPP. The system includes various methods and
models of early failure detection like Kalman filter techniques, ARMA models, stochastic
decision analysis as well as well established fluctuation diagnostics and analysis methods.

As another offspring of the project various new techniques have been implemented and
tested for nuclear use. Such applications were e.g that of neural networks for classifica-
tion of noise spectra, or experiments with fuzzy controlling of nuclear components. The
results are preliminary but promising [38, 39].

3.5 Development of G2 based expert system

Similarly to the failure detection system mentioned in the previous subsection, research
and development based on the G2 expert shell has also been financed by OMFB. As a
result of this activity a mock-up version of a large portion of a G2 based plant-computer
system has been established and tested experimentally. The experiments were carried
out in real-time environment with data provided by the compact simulator of a VVER-
440 plant.

The system has been used to demonstrate the ability of the G2 based expert system
to collect, process and display on-line, real-time data from a VVER-440 reactor and
its main technological components. Furthermore, it has been applied to build up the
model of logics and interlocking systems of selected technological components in order
to establish an intelligent alarm filtering system.

3.6 Severe Accident Simulator

This OMFB sponsored project aims at the development of an independent simulator
to play the possible scenarios of a severe accident, usually preceeded by a large break
LOCA. The system is based on the existing compact simulator software architecture and
includes separate core melting, radioactivity, and radiological consequences estimating
models.

The simulator is under development, preliminary results have been published in [35].



3.7 Operator Performance Experiments

Operating personnel of the Paies NPP take part in regular retraining sessions at the full
scope training simulator. During these sessions a systematic series of experiments have
been conducted in the course of which every crew has been tested in four abnormal
situations.

The evaluation of the human performance was performed with thé aid of the COPAS
system (cf. Subsection 1.14), the results are described in Ref. [36]. The work was spon-
sored by the OMFB.


